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Today’s enterprises are undertaking digital trans-
formation to boost speed, agility, and innovation, 
while keeping an eye on costs. Yet, traditional soft-
ware testing hasn’t evolved with the new world of 
Agile and DevOps—not to mention the complexity 
of large, enterprise apps— and has become the 
#1 barrier to software release speed and agility. 
Enter Tricentis. We offer a new and fundamentally 
different way to tackle software testing, dramati-
cally accelerating software delivery. Our approach 
is totally automated, fully codeless, and intelligent-

ly driven by AI. It addresses both agile develop-
ment and complex enterprise apps—increasing 
software delivery speed, reducing costs, and im-
proving quality. Now, testing takes just minutes 
or hours instead of days or weeks, while being far 
more cost effective and highly accurate. This kind 
of enterprise automation drives massive efficiency 
and speed gains. And the potential of digital trans-
formation becomes abundantly clear.

ACCELERATE RELEASE SPEED

FASTER TEST AUTOMATION RISK COVERAGE

REDUCE TESTING COSTS INCREASE SOFTWARE QUALITY
Leveraging artificial intelligence  
and the efficiencies of the 
cloud, you can accelerate soft-
ware delivery by reducing test 
cycle times as much as 80%.

Our platform is AI-driven and 
codeless, helping you eliminate 
error-prone manual testing  
and achieve end-to-end test 
automation rates >90%  to re-
duce costs.

Boost release confidence  and 
obtain business risk  coverage 
>85%. The quality  of your soft-
ware goes up. The stress of 
your day goes down.

Speed changes everything.

Platform Benefits
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THE COCA-COLA COMPANY “Tricentis LiveCompare ensures we’re testing the right things 
and spending resources in the right places. When developing a regression test plan, the data re-
ceived from LiveCompare allows us to more accurately tailor each plan to an individual release. 
Instead of testing everything, we test only what’s impacted. That has translated into a direct 
resource savings of 30-40%.”

— Ray Berry, Application Development Lead for the SAP Platform

With AI-powered impact analysis from Tricentis Live-
Compare, you see exactly where the business risks lie 
in an application update. When paired with Tricentis 
Tosca or qTest, you can know which tests to run or 
create to verify that business processes will run flaw-
lessly—reducing testing efforts by 85% and increasing 
release speed three-fold. Start accelerating release 
times by testing only what matters.

The World’s #1 Testing and Automation Platform

AI-Powered Impact Analysis

ANALYZE

Cross Project and Portfolio Visibility
ADVANCED ANALYTICS

Continuous Testing and Automation Platform

Analyze Manage Automate

Assess Risk
Reduce testing efforts by exposing risks 

in critical business processes

Design and Build
Design manual, open source and 

no-code automated tests

Execute at Scale
Scale distributed end-to-end testing 

from mainframe to mobile

TEST DESIGN
ALGORITHMS

MOST-AT-RISK
IDENTIFICATION

PREDICTIVE
ANALYTICS

NEURAL
OPTICAL
ENGINE

A.I.
POWERED
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GLOBAL PAYMENTS “When we had a legacy ALM, the automation scripts were standalone 
and there was no traceability. qTest’s integration with the test automation tools has helped 
us develop a better approach for our requirements traceability matrix.”

— VP of Software Delivery Acceleration and Test Engineering

MICRO FOCUS QUALITY CENTER SLOWING YOU DOWN?

Tricentis qTest offers Agile Test Management solu-
tions designed to improve speed, efficiency, and visibility 
throughout the software delivery lifecycle. qTest keeps 
teams connected with Test Management that seamlessly 
integrates with the most popular Agile and DevOps tools, 
such as Jira, Jenkins, Selenium, and more.

In a development world moving at the speed of DevOps, 
Tricentis qTest allows you to centrally scale test automa-
tion and machine management—maximizing the value of 
both open-source and proprietary automation tools. 
• Orchestrate execution across tools and frameworks
• Increase your automation coverage
• Establish traceability to assess business risk

Agile Test Management

Make Test Automation 
More Productive

MANAGE

SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATED WITH THE MOST POPULAR AGILE TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Jenkins

Ask us how Tricentis can migrate your existing Quality Center data to qTest — 
the #1 agile testing solution for the enterprise.
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Manual testing is the biggest roadblock to rapid soft-
ware innovation. Tricentis Tosca’s Model-Based test 
automation delivers 90%+ automation rates while 
significantly reducing maintenance. Easily automate 
your end-to-end testing across different applications 
and technologies—all while saving time and money.

Tricentis automation lets key users stay focused on business while minimizing
the disruption of SAP testing and post-go-live defects. With support for SAP 
ECC through SAP S/4HANA and beyond—plus SAP’s cloud solutions—there’s 
no better way to start your SAP automation journey.

With Tricentis, leverage advanced analytics for cross-project 
and portfolio level visibility. 
• Consolidate all continuous testing metrics 
• Elevate quality to the executive level 
• Analyze activities across your Continuous Testing Platform

No-Code Automated 
Continuous Testing

Continuous Testing Analytics

Faster SAP Innovation

AUTOMATE

ADVANCED ANALYTICS

VARIAN      “We’ve now used Tricentis test automation for 3 years for many enhancement pack 
and support pack upgrades, as well as for our SAP S/4HANA migration. Manual testing is sim-
ply not scalable. Test automation reduced testing time 93% and reduced testing costs 35%.”

– Head of Strategy For Testing Center of Excellence

AUTOMATE TESTING FOR YOUR MOST CRITICAL ENTERPRISE AND PACKAGED APPLICATIONS
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It’s simple. Our end-to-end automation platform is built for the enterprise from the ground up. Count on 
model-based automation with complete enterprise reporting and analytics from the world’s leader.

FOLLOW THE LEADER 
Tricentis has been 
named a leader by all 
the top analysts, includ-
ing Gartner, Forrester, 
and IDC. With 1800 cus-
tomers and proven suc-
cess accelerating soft-
ware delivery, we’re the 
defacto market leader.

ENTERPRISE 
AWESOMENESS
Achieve resilient, 
end-to-end test and 
business process au-
tomation across any 
architecture or applica-
tion stack at the speed 
of DevOps.

NO-CODE, AI-DRIVEN 
AUTOMATION
Our AI-driven and 
model based approach 
enables anyone to 
achieve automation —
while eliminating typi-
cal maintenance head-
aches.

GLOBAL REPORTING/
ANALYTICS
Enjoy complete, end-to-
end visibility across all 
tools in your software 
delivery lifecycle. Our 
centralized reporting 
equips you to speed up 
remediation while pre-
venting future errors.

Why choose Tricentis?

Recognized leader 
by top analysts

Our customers include:

Over 1,800 Customers Worldwide

Insurance Companies Global Banks

Telcos Providers

Energy & Utilities 
Companies

Financial Services

Global Services 
Providers
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